APPLICATIONS DEVELOPER IV
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY AND STRATEGIC SERVICES

Salary Range: $65,780.00 - $82,225.00
Salary will be commensurate with experience.

The Mississippi Department of Education (MDE) is seeking an Applications Developer IV for the Office of Technology and Strategic Services. This position will create and maintain current applications, work closely with application developers, and ensure there is proper written documentation of all requirements and business rules. This position will also provide production support and implement changes to source systems code.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
This position is a fourth-level professional position accountable for the development, enhancement, and maintenance of application systems of moderate complexity and risk/impact for assigned organizational areas. Responsibilities will include, but not limited to developing new or enhanced systems to support user needs, testing applications for functionality and errors, analyzing user requirements, written business rules, and application modifications, and creating or modifying current applications. The position requires experience with programming using SQL, PL/SQL, ASP.NET, RUBY, use of version control, code analysis, and testing and experience with K-12 data, Azure DevOps is a plus.

EXPERIENCE/EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS:
Typically requires a Bachelor’s Degree and 7-10+ years of IT experience with emphasis in applications development and support.

APPLY
• mspb.ms.gov
• Deadline: May 30, 2022

BENEFITS
• mdek12.org/OHR/MDE-Employee-Benefits

INQUIRIES
• Sarita Donaldson
  sdonaldson@mdek12.org
  601-359-3487